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Kennedy Twins at Gun Show Monroe, LA

See: Myths of American Slavery

Illegal Immigrants—The Taxpayer’s
Burden
A recent article noted that the taxpayers of
Tennessee were being forced to labor for the
benefit of people who violated American laws by
coming here illegally! The cost of education,
housing, and healthcare for illegals in Tennessee
was reported to be $287 million in 2007 and $547
million in 2013. This is a burden placed upon the
hard working people of Tennessee by the Federal
Empire. Tennessee is not alone; all states have
similar problems but under the federal empire we
the people are powerless! It will take more than
electing “good” conservatives—the system must
be corrected! Vision 2020. Data from;
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/illegalimmigration-cost-Tennessee/2015/10/15/id/696294/
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Will Trump, Carson, or Cruz Save Us?
Once every four years Southerner conservatives get excited about electing a good “conservative” to the
U.S. presidency—here we go again! Some of us are old enough to remember how excited Southerners
were at the possibility of replacing LBJ with the conservative Nixon! In Why Not Freedom! the Kennedy
Twins document how the conservative Nixon sent his envoy to the NAACP to ease their concerns regarding
Nixon’s “southern strategy” by telling them “watch what we do, not what we say.” The Republican Party
has never been a friend of the South and it never will be! Republican governor and Republican legislators
of South Carolina are proof positive. But don’t think South Carolina’s elected Republicans are unique—it
is true for all elected Republicans. Ignoring or denying this fact only serves to enable the continuation of
the ruling elite’s power and control of our once sovereign states.
Now comes the pent-up expectations and excitement of conservative victory in the 2016 presidential
election. No doubt any of the four “outsiders” now running for the GOP nomination would be a significant
improvement over the current occupant of the Federal White House. But for that matter even Jeb Bush
would be an improvement—after all Satan’s Lieutenant would be slightly better than Satan! But is this all
we the people of once sovereign states can expect?
Regardless of how good intentioned any of the “outsiders” may be, if elected they will be faced with the
impossible task of dismantling Lincoln’s federal empire—a task that no national Republican or
conservative talking head is willing take on. Recall that Mr. Conservative (Ronald Reagan) did not reduce
the size of government—he only managed to temporarily slow the growth of the federal empire. After he
left office the empire’s ruling elite were back at work taxing the working man and encroaching upon the
few rights that remained at the state level. (Back then the states decided the definition of marriage etc.)
We the people of once sovereign states have an inherent right to be the masters in our own homes; we have
the right to defend our people from abusive federal intrusions of our reserved rights; we have the right to
be free but this will not be possible as long as we the people rely upon Washington politicians. While it is
a good idea to do what we can to elect “good” conservatives—it is foolish to expect the ruling elite in
Washington (and their crony capitalist allies on K-Street and Wall Street) to voluntarily relinquish the
power, perks, and privileges they enjoy as commanders of Lincoln’s federal empire.
We the people need to look first to ourselves and our states to create a counter balance to the “powers that
be” in Washington. Vision 2020. [See: http://www.kennedytwins.com/newsletter_apr15.pdf ]

Upcoming Kennedy Events
]]
 Drew SCV New Orleans, Nov. 6th
(RK)
 Nov, 14, Nampa, ID, Pacific
Northwest SCV Div.(DK)
The Kennedy Twins are available for
Lee Jackson presentations 2016

Richmond post war
is representative of
the entire South.
Note the ladies in
black lower right
corner.
Every
family in the South
knew the sting of
Yankee invasion!
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KOREAN WAR AND THE CONFEDERATE
FLAG
In 1894 J. L. M. Curry wrote a book titled The
Southern States of the American Union. Just 29
years after the defeat of the South, Curry wrote
these prophetic words: “History, as written, if
accepted in future years, will consign the South to
infamy.” Can anyone doubt that his prophecy is
now a harsh reality? The anti-South propaganda
war began long before the first shots of the War
and did not abate, let alone stop, with Yankee
victory. But even still, the harsh and callous
attacks upon everything Southern, including the
Confederate flag, did not become commonplace
until the late 1960s.
The once rather common acceptance of
the Confederate flag as a noble and dignified
symbol of a unique region of these United States
was driven home to me one night as I watched
Col. Oliver North’s program, ‘War Stories.’ This
episode dealt with the use of helicopters as air
ambulances during the Korean War. As I
watched the footage of helicopters landing with
their human cargo, I noticed on the plastic dome
just in front of the pilot a small Confederate flag
proudly being displayed. I have no idea if the
pilot was a grandson of a Confederate Veteran or
even a Southerner but it is obvious that he was
proud of that flag. What is important for all
Southerners to note is that at one time our
heritage, even though not secure was still allowed
to be displayed. Today no one is allowed to
display the Confederate flag in the military or
even on public property, less we offend someone.
The real reason all things Southern is under attack
is the same as why the flags of the captive nations
ruled by the Soviet Union were banned by the
communists—a defeated and conquered people
must never be allowed a remembrance of the days
of their freedom.
Curry in 1894 got it right! But what he and
too many Southerners today do not understand is
that as long as we stay in a defensive mode, we
are securing victory for our enemies.
independence and self-preservation in 1865; she
lost it when she refused to continue pointing

Korean War Med Evac Helicopter
The South did not lose the fight for
independence and self-preservation in 1865; she
lost it when, post war, she refused to continue
pointing out the correctness of her demand for
self-government. Once Southerners were made
to believe that pointing out the truth of the
Declaration of Independence as it relates to their
demand to establish a government based upon
the consent of the governed, the Yankee myth
of Southerners “fighting to keep their slaves”
became the new reality.
Curry and his
generation were right when they said that future
generations of Americans would “consign the
South to infamy.” Curry and Southerners today
are wrong when they refuse to point out the
American Right (as stated in the Declaration of
Independence) to “alter or abolish” any
government they no longer regard as a good
government. In a liberty based society, liberty
always trumps government; this is what the
Confederate flag represents and this is the one
reason big government types hate the
Confederate flag.
E-mail us for Free Subscription to our Newsletter
Ron Kennedy: jrk1861@gmail.com or
Donald Kennedy: wdkennedy@reagan.com
Include your home city & state.
Help spread the word! If you like what we are doing
and would like to help it is as easy as forwarding this
e-newsletter to your pro-Southern friends.
Be a part of the 2020 vote for Freedom!
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Republican Establishment Attacking Anti-Establishment Candidate
No one should doubt the extreme lengths the ruling elites in Washington D.C. will go to in order to protect
their hold on the perks, privileges, and power they enjoy as mangers of Lincoln’s Federal Empire. In a
recent Town Hall meeting they planted an “innocent” young girl to try and engage Donald Trump in a
discussion about the war on women’s reproductive rights. The Donald handled it well but it shows just how
determined the ruling elites are to keep their power over we the people. See more:
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2015/10/13/busted-cnn-uses-jeb-bush-staffer-planted-in-audience-toframe-donald-trump-narrativehit-job/
Evicted Sharecroppers

Post “Civil War” slavery
in the South consisted of
over 8.5 million black &
white
sharecroppers.
They were locked into a
system of debt peonage.
A system forced upon
them by our conquering
masters of the Federal
Empire. While the North
grew rich the South was
punished with poverty!
Photo: January 1939 in
Missouri.
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Links to Purchase Kennedy Twins Books from Amazon.com
The South Was Right! >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004SCBKXM/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i4?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_
s=desktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop

Rekilling Lincoln >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00X6HCDZE/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i1?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_
s=desktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop

Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1455621218/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d0_i5?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s
=desktop-1&pf_rd_r=0XY3J2CREF1WRZDWJ9X0&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014322&pf_rd_i=desktop

Nullifying Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities >
http://www.amazon.com/Nullifying-Tyranny-Creating-CommunitiesImmoral/dp/1589807790/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_3?ie=UTF8&dpID=41s81Q4kD7L&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR107%2C160
_&refRID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Was Jefferson Davis Right? > http://www.amazon.com/Jefferson-Davis-Oxford-WorldsClassics/dp/156554370X/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_4?ie=UTF8&dpID=51VjnpOg4CL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_S
R106%2C160_&refRID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Why Not Freedom! >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1565541529/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d0_i4?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s
=desktop-1&pf_rd_r=0XY3J2CREF1WRZDWJ9X0&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014322&pf_rd_i=desktop

Reclaiming Liberty > http://www.amazon.com/Reclaiming-Liberty-James-RonaldKennedy/dp/1589802756/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_5?ie=UTF8&dpID=51HaRSF2KTL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_S
R107%2C160_&refRID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Myths of American Slavery > http://www.amazon.com/Myths-American-Slavery-Walter-Kennedyebook/dp/B005BYUQDG/ref=pd_sim_351_3?ie=UTF8&dpID=51DGwSY28lL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR10
3%2C160_&refRID=1NAZ6KRP2T2PSJ8PEMPD

Lincoln’s Marxists >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005WLHF1O/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i3?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_
s=desktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop
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The Execution of Capt. Henry Wirz CSA
Wirz execution, moments after trap door released, an
innocent Southerner executed, the gallows in the
foreground and the Capitol of the United States of
America dominating the background—the handiwork
of the Federal Empire. Wirz was “convicted” with
hired testimony. The Federal government refused to
allow positive witnesses to testify. Today Capt. Wirz
is labeled a villain in the U.S.A. while transgender men
and Black Lives Matter folks are considered heroes!
The Federal Empire sent Wirz to the gallows and is
now lynching what is left of our constitutional liberty!

Islamist Terrorists in Dixie

Birmingham, AL (Nov. 2014)

Chattanooga TN (July 16, 2015)

Mississippi (Aug. 2015)

We are foolish if we think that terrorists will not attack us or that the federal empire’s enemies will
not harm the “good ole boys & girls” of Dixie. The photos above demonstrate that we have a large
fifth column working in the South. The federal empire imports new voters to replace traditional
Southern conservatives and in the process allows in cultures that hate everything traditional
Christian Southerners stand for. We either become the master in our own home or become slaves
to an even more oppressive federal empire. Photos from: http://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/newfaces-of-terror/?ftag=ACQb72972c&vndid=41842
The Soviet Union invaded, occupied and then flooded Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia with foreigners
who were culturally dissimilar to the native peoples. The Soviet Union’s intent was to dilute the
native population in order keep them under USSR control. The Federal Empire uses alien cultures
and self-hating Southerners to do the same thing to Dixie! Our only hope is to regain the right to
be the masters in our own home via real states’ rights. Vision 2020 a South-wide vote for Freedom.

North Carolina’s Sacrifice for Southern
Freedom
Modern Southerners do not fully comprehend
the sacrifice their Southern ancestors made
trying to prevent us from becoming slaves to
Lincoln’s Federal Empire. N.C. is an example.
During WWII N.C. suffered around 12,000
killed—if WWII had had the same impact as the
War for Southern Independence N.C. would
have suffered 300,000 deaths in WWII! No we
must not forget. It is not over until Liberty is won!
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Christmas 2015 In Dixie
Give the Gift of Southern Freedom
Christmas is a time of gift giving.
Give your friends an autographed
copy of one of the Kennedy Twins
books and help advance the Cause
of Liberty and a proper
understanding of our great Cause.
Autographed copies can be obtained from Ole South Books,
275 Dan Acree Rd, Downsville, LA 71234. Prices below include
first class postage.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The South Was Right! $35.00
Re-killing Lincoln $35.00
Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees $35.00
Was Jefferson Davis Right? (paperback) $22.00
Myths of American Slavery $30.00
Why Not Freedom! $30.00
Reclaiming Liberty $30.00
Nullifying Tyranny: Creating moral communities in an immoral society
(paperback) $20.00
9. Lincoln’s Marxists $30.00

